
Executive unit School Affairs Office Extracurricular Activities Guidance Group 

1. Policy: 

Our service clubs lead middle school and elementary school children in remote 

areas to participate in service activities in their winter and summer vacation. Students 

implement the spirit of social contribution through service activities and give back to 

society. 

(I) Mountain Service Team: The members of the Mountain Service Team use the 

winter and summer vacations every year to go to elementary schools in remote 

mountainous areas of Taiwan to conduct service team activities. Service 

personnel use their own examples to guide students to establish correct learning 

concepts, life positivity, teamwork, and good interpersonal skills, with the hope 

that they will inherit the spirit of service as they grow up. These students will 

then be willing to learn, share, and give.  

(II) Rural Service Team: The Rural Service Team adheres to the principles of youth, 

cheerfulness, enthusiasm, and unrestrainedness. This Team demonstrates the 

perfect attitude and engages in activities to bring educational-entertainment 

camps and evening parties to rural primary schools and communities. Most 

important in the journey are the requirements for members. From the strict 

regulation of every word and deed to the rules and disciplines of daily life, we 

require members to be rigorous. Every day, a star official strictly manages 

members’ time and status, and sloppiness is not allowed.  

2. Achievements: 

(I) Mountain Service Team： 

The Mountain Service Team adheres to its spirit and enthusiasm for the word 

‘service’. During the winter and summer vacations every year, members go to 

elementary schools in the remote areas of Taiwan to organise service team activities. 

They use what they have learned at the National Changhua University of Education 

and clubs to give back to society in the hope of passing on the spirit of service to the 

children they serve. The seed of the spirit of service will germinate and strengthen in 

the children’s hearts, and they in turn will continue passing on this spirit in the future 

as they grow up. 

During the event, members teach participants to establish correct learning 

concepts, life positivity, teamwork, and good interpersonal skills through their own 

examples. They convey the spirit of the club’s society—‘Love of life and love of 

service’—to all students participating in the activity so that they better understand 

the diversity of learning and become willing to learn and give. The main activity is 

the ‘Foster & Fun Camp’, which is supplemented by different methods such as a 



home visit to Jingshan, the painted wall, and evening parties to enrich the meaning of 

the service. To achieve the above four activity themes, during the school period, we 

invite interested college students to experience the mountain with a one-day camp in 

a learn through participation approach. 

Event Theme Event Date 
No. of 

Participants 

Service clubs in rural areas: Lushan 

Elementary School in Nantou 
2020/07/21–07/31 

Members: 21, 

Participants: 32 

Visit the tribe for a day 2020/11/21–11/22 20 

(II) Rural Service Team： 

The main activities of the rural service team in winter 2020 were originally 

scheduled to include recreational camps, campfire evenings, friendly evenings, and 

gala evenings. In the original plan of the nine-day team activity, the first few days 

comprised last-minute practices for the activities, rigorous disciplinary training, 

digging, and building campfire fields. The fourth night would have been a friendly 

evening party with drama, folk dances, and driving dances. The purpose was to bring 

vitality and enthusiasm to small communities where there are usually no large-scale 

fun activities, and to encourage students who live in colourful cities to have more 

intimate interactions with simple small towns. 

The fifth to seventh days of the itinerary included the recreational camp, which is 

aimed at students of all grades in the Xipan branch. It was hoped the three-day 

activities would be both entertaining and educational. These activities aimed to bring 

joy to the students, as well as knowledge of class subjects and fine arts, and to 

improve their attitude towards life and other people. The second night of the 

recreational camp would have been a campfire evening, with the goal of using 

special performances and exciting fire dance performances to instil unforgettable 

memories in the school children. In the evening after the end of the camp, a gala was 

originally scheduled to invite school children and their families to have fun with us. 

With exaggerated makeup and performances, it would bring out the deepest 

memories of the local area and allow us to get closer to and better integrate into the 

place we would have served. 

Unfortunately, because of the seriousness of the COVID-19 pandemic, these 

plans could not be put into action. As such, the practice and planning of an entire 

semester came to nothing. It is a big blow to the team members who are enthusiastic 

and who devoted their time and effort. It also brings an indelible regret to this issue 

of the Rural Service Team. The event was ultimately supplemented by a simulation 



activity at school. 

Event Theme Event Date No. of Participants 

2020 Winter Rural Service Team 

Activities 

(Held in school because of the impact of 

the pandemic) 

2020/02/01–02/09 Members: 22  
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Supporting photos 

  

Caption: Local aboriginal children share 

their emotions through singing at 

the party. 

Caption: A group photo of the Mountain 

Service Agency and Lushan 

Elementary School students at the 

End of Service ceremony. 

  

Caption: Students of the Rural Service 

Agency intensively rehearsing for 

their event. 

Caption: During the training, there were 

laughter and tears, which are all 

good memories of the friends made. 
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